
Time Rating Program Host CC Celebrity Guests

MondayGSN Program Schedule 8/11/08

Episode #

 6:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 6:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 7:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 7:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 8:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 8:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 9:00 AM TV-G Wink Martindale NTIC TAC DOUGH - Contestants play a version of tic-tac-toe by answering questions to 

win squares on a game board.

B-157

 9:30 AM TV-G Bill Cullen NBLOCKBUSTERS - Question & Answer game with two players against a single player 

in a race to connect boxes from one side of the game board to the other.

103 TM

10:00 AM TV-G Bert Convy Y Martha Smith, Nathan Cook,SUPER PASSWORD - Two teams, consisting of a celebrity guest and a contestant, 

guess words from one word clues given by their partners, with each “password” a clue 

to the “password puzzle” (the name of a person, place or thing).

0123

10:30 AM TV-G Ray Combs YFAMILY FEUD - Two families, each composed of five members, compete against each 

other to guess the answers with the results of a survey of one hundred people.

0016

11:00 AM TV-G Monty Hall N Melanie Vincz, Karen LaPierre,LET'S MAKE A DEAL - Contestants attempt to trade items for prizes with the 

possibility of winning something more valuable or a worthless piece of junk called a 

"Zonk."  Today's big deal is worth  $8378

049

11:30 AM TV-G Peter Tomarken YPRESS YOUR LUCK - Three players use spins on a wheel  to collect cash and prizes 

while trying to avoid the "Whammy" who bankrupts a player.

543

12:00 PM TV-G Alex Trebek YJEOPARDY - Three contestants compete for cash by supplying questions to answers 

in a series of categories on a game board.

4548

12:30 PM TV-G Pat Sajak Y Dave Barry, Justine  Miceli, Rita 

Moreno, Vanna White,

WHEEL OF FORTUNE - Three contestants spin a giant wheel with cash amounts and 

try to guess letters in a puzzle that is the name of a person, place or thing.  "Celebrity 

Award Winners Week"

2305

 1:00 PM TV-G Jim Perry N Janice Baker, Lois Areno,CARD SHARKS - Contestants compete to complete a block of five playing cards by 

trying to predict whether the next card will be higher or lower than the preceding one.

600

 1:30 PM TV-PG Gene Rayburn Y Patti Deutsch, Richard Dawson, 

Donna Mills, Charles Nelson Reilly, 

Brett Somers, George Kennedy,

MATCH GAME - Two contestants try to match six celebrities in a game of fill-in the 

missing blank.

0741 TM

 2:00 PM TV-G Richard Dawson YFAMILY FEUD - Two families, each composed of five members, compete against each 

other to guess the answers with the results of a survey of one hundred people.

82-086 TM

 2:30 PM TV-G Tom Kennedy NPASSWORD PLUS - Two teams, consisting of a celebrity guest and a contestant, 

guess words from one word clues given by their partners, with each “password” a clue 

to the “password puzzle” (the name of a person, place or thing).

661

 3:00 PM TV-PG John O'Hurley Y Brad Sherwood, Jackee Harry, 

Meshach Taylor,

TO TELL THE TRUTH - Updated version of the classic game show, where a celebrity 

panel tries to guess which of three contestants is the person they are claiming to be.

TT2-2088

 3:30 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery YLINGO - Teams try to guess five letter words and cover five numbers in a row on a 

bingo like game board.

1038

 4:00 PM TV-PG George Gray YWEAKEST LINK - Contestants test their trivia knowledge as a team and against each 

other with the team voting out one member at the end of each round.

2016 TM

 4:30 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF02-031

 5:00 PM TV-G Dylan Lane YCHAIN REACTION - A wordplay game in which two teams of contestants try to 

complete a chain of words associated with each other.

1014

 5:30 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF02-032
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Time Rating Program Host CC Celebrity Guests

MondayGSN Program Schedule 8/11/08

Episode #

 6:00 PM TV-G Donny Osmond Y Mindy Sterling, Scott Patterson,PYRAMID - Donny Osmond hosts this updated version of the game where contestants 

team up with celebrities in a communication game with the winning team playing to 

earn up to $25,000 in 60 seconds.

1017

 6:30 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery & 

Shandi Finnessey

YLINGO - Chuck Woolery & Shandi Finnessey host a new season where two teams of 

contestants compete to see who can guess the most five letter words

6036

 7:00 PM TV-G Patrick Duffy Y Crystal Wallasch,BINGO AMERICA - Studio contestants and at home viewers play a new show 

combining the traditional game of bingo and trivia based questions to win cash and 

prizes

1024 GGM

 7:30 PM TV-G Alfonso Ribeiro YCATCH 21 - Based on one of GSN.com’s most popular online casual games, players 

add cards by answering pop trivia questions and try to build the closest hand to 21 

without "busting" in this fast-action game of knowledge and strategy.

1026

 8:00 PM TV-PG A.J. Benza & 

Gabe Kaplan

Y Patrik Antonious, David Benyamine, 

Daniel Negreanu, Jamie Gold, Barry 

Greenstein, Sam Farha, Antonio 

Esfandiari, Guy Laliberte, Doyle 

Brunson,

HIGH STAKES POKER - The richest game ever continues today with the players 

buy-in for $500,000 or more to play in the cash game.  There's more intense drama 

and entertaining dialogue as the poker starts including Doyle Brunson, Daniel 

Negreanu, Jamie Gold and Antonio Esfandiari play for the highest stakes ever..  

(season finale)

4017

 9:00 PM TV-G Mike Sexton & 

Vince Van Patten

Y Andrew Barta, Adam  Katz, Frank 

Cieri, Robert Richardson, Eric 

Seidel, Ted Forrest,

WORLD POKER TOUR - The World Poker Tour presents the Foxwoods Poker Classic 

from the beautiful Foxwoods Resorts Casino in Mashantucket, CT featuring Erik 

Seidel, Robert Richardson, Andrew Barta, Frank Cieri, Adam Katz, and Ted Forrest 

competing for almost one million dollars and a WPT title.

For more information, please visist www.WPTonGSN.com

6018

11:00 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery YLINGO - Teams try to guess five letter words and cover five numbers in a row on a 

bingo like game board.

3033

11:30 PM TV-G Todd Newton YWHAMMY!/PRESS YOUR LUCK - New version of the game where three players use 

spins on a wheel to collect cash and prizes while trying to avoid the “Whammy” who 

bankrupts a player.

2002

12:00 AM TV-G Mike Sexton & 

Vince Van Patten

Y Andrew Barta, Adam  Katz, Frank 

Cieri, Robert Richardson, Eric 

Seidel, Ted Forrest,

WORLD POKER TOUR - The World Poker Tour presents the Foxwoods Poker Classic 

from the beautiful Foxwoods Resorts Casino in Mashantucket, CT featuring Erik 

Seidel, Robert Richardson, Andrew Barta, Frank Cieri, Adam Katz, and Ted Forrest 

competing for almost one million dollars and a WPT title.

For more information, please visist www.WPTonGSN.com

6018

 2:00 AM TV-PG-L A.J. Benza & 

Gabe Kaplan

Y Todd Brunson, Phil Hellmuth, 

Antonio Esfandiari, Mike Matusow, 

Phil Laak, Haralabos Voulgaris, 

Tony Salorio, Brian Brandon,

HIGH STAKES POKER - Television's first "cash game" of no limit Texas Hold ‘em 

featuring poker superstars buying in with $100,000 or more of their own money.  

There’s high drama and intensity as millions of dollars are on the table that can be lost 

on a single hand.

4001

 3:00 AM TV-G John Daly N Robert Q. Lewis, Dorothy Kilgallen, 

Arlene Francis, Bennett Cerf, Lucille 

Ball, Desi Arnaz,

WHAT'S MY LINE? -  Four celebrity panelists try to guess the occupation of a guest by 

asking questions that result in “yes” or “no” answers.  Mystery guests: Lucille Ball & 

Desi Arnaz

10/2/55

 3:30 AM TV-G Robert Q. Lewis N Frances Langford, Jerry Lester, 

Meredith Wilson, Joan Alexander,

THE NAME'S THE SAME - A celebrity panel tries to guess the names of guests who 

have the same name as famous people, places or things.  Guest: Frances Langford

3/10/53

 4:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 4:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 5:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 5:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
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Time Rating Program Host CC Celebrity Guests

TuesdayGSN Program Schedule 8/12/08

Episode #

 6:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 6:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 7:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 7:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 8:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 8:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 9:00 AM TV-G Wink Martindale NTIC TAC DOUGH - Contestants play a version of tic-tac-toe by answering questions to 

win squares on a game board.

B-158

 9:30 AM TV-G Bill Cullen NBLOCKBUSTERS - Question & Answer game with two players against a single player 

in a race to connect boxes from one side of the game board to the other.

104 TM

10:00 AM TV-G Bert Convy Y Greg Morris, Vicki Lawrence,SUPER PASSWORD - Two teams, consisting of a celebrity guest and a contestant, 

guess words from one word clues given by their partners, with each “password” a clue 

to the “password puzzle” (the name of a person, place or thing).

0124

10:30 AM TV-G Ray Combs YFAMILY FEUD - Two families, each composed of five members, compete against each 

other to guess the answers with the results of a survey of one hundred people.

0017

11:00 AM TV-G Monty Hall N Karen LaPierre, Melanie Vincz,LET'S MAKE A DEAL - Contestants attempt to trade items for prizes with the 

possibility of winning something more valuable or a worthless piece of junk called a 

"Zonk."  Today's big deal is worth  $8325

050

11:30 AM TV-G Peter Tomarken YPRESS YOUR LUCK - Three players use spins on a wheel  to collect cash and prizes 

while trying to avoid the "Whammy" who bankrupts a player.

544

12:00 PM TV-G Alex Trebek YJEOPARDY - Three contestants compete for cash by supplying questions to answers 

in a series of categories on a game board.

4549

12:30 PM TV-G Pat Sajak Y Vanna White,WHEEL OF FORTUNE - Three contestants spin a giant wheel with cash amounts and 

try to guess letters in a puzzle that is the name of a person, place or thing.

2306

 1:00 PM TV-G Jim Perry N Janice Baker, Lois Areno,CARD SHARKS - Contestants compete to complete a block of five playing cards by 

trying to predict whether the next card will be higher or lower than the preceding one.

601

 1:30 PM TV-PG Gene Rayburn Y Patti Deutsch, Donna Mills, Richard 

Dawson, Charles Nelson Reilly, 

Brett Somers, George Kennedy,

MATCH GAME - Two contestants try to match six celebrities in a game of fill-in the 

missing blank.

0742 TM

 2:00 PM TV-G Richard Dawson YFAMILY FEUD - Two families, each composed of five members, compete against each 

other to guess the answers with the results of a survey of one hundred people.

82-087 TM

 2:30 PM TV-G Tom Kennedy N Bart Braverman, Marcia Wallace,PASSWORD PLUS - Two teams, consisting of a celebrity guest and a contestant, 

guess words from one word clues given by their partners, with each “password” a clue 

to the “password puzzle” (the name of a person, place or thing).

662

 3:00 PM TV-PG John O'Hurley Y Brad Sherwood, Jackee Harry, 

Meshach Taylor,

TO TELL THE TRUTH - Updated version of the classic game show, where a celebrity 

panel tries to guess which of three contestants is the person they are claiming to be.

TT2-2089

 3:30 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery YLINGO - Teams try to guess five letter words and cover five numbers in a row on a 

bingo like game board.

1032

 4:00 PM TV-PG George Gray YWEAKEST LINK - Contestants test their trivia knowledge as a team and against each 

other with the team voting out one member at the end of each round.

2017 TM

 4:30 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF02-033

 5:00 PM TV-PG Dylan Lane YCHAIN REACTION - A wordplay game in which two teams of contestants try to 

complete a chain of words associated with each other.

1017

 5:30 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF02-034
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Time Rating Program Host CC Celebrity Guests

TuesdayGSN Program Schedule 8/12/08

Episode #

 6:00 PM TV-G Donny Osmond Y CCH Pounder, Steve Valentine,PYRAMID - Donny Osmond hosts this updated version of the game where contestants 

team up with celebrities in a communication game with the winning team playing to 

earn up to $25,000 in 60 seconds.

1018

 6:30 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery & 

Shandi Finnessey

YLINGO - Chuck Woolery & Shandi Finnessey host a new season where two teams of 

contestants compete to see who can guess the most five letter words

6037

 7:00 PM TV-G Patrick Duffy Y Crystal Wallasch,BINGO AMERICA - Studio contestants and at home viewers play a new show 

combining the traditional game of bingo and trivia based questions to win cash and 

prizes

1022 GGM

 7:30 PM TV-G Alfonso Ribeiro YCATCH 21 - Based on one of GSN.com’s most popular online casual games, players 

add cards by answering pop trivia questions and try to build the closest hand to 21 

without "busting" in this fast-action game of knowledge and strategy.

1018

 8:00 PM TV-G Regis Philbin YWHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE - Contestants answer increasingly difficult 

multiple choice questions for cash prizes up to $1 million.

5087 TM

 9:00 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Battle of The Twins Week

Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete to guess the 

answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win $20,000 in the 

“Fast Money” bonus round.

FF05-150

 9:30 PM TV-G John O'Hurley YFAMILY FEUD - John O'Hurley  hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF06-122

10:00 PM TV-G Alfonso Ribeiro YCATCH 21 - Based on one of GSN.com’s most popular online casual games, players 

add cards by answering pop trivia questions and try to build the closest hand to 21 

without "busting" in this fast-action game of knowledge and strategy.

1026

10:30 PM TV-G Donny Osmond Y Billy  Gardell, Debby Boone,PYRAMID - Donny Osmond hosts this updated version of the game where contestants 

team up with celebrities in a communication game with the winning team playing to 

earn up to $25,000 in 60 seconds.

2016

11:00 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery YLINGO - Teams try to guess five letter words and cover five numbers in a row on a 

bingo like game board.

3034

11:30 PM TV-G Todd Newton YWHAMMY!/PRESS YOUR LUCK - New version of the game where three players use 

spins on a wheel to collect cash and prizes while trying to avoid the “Whammy” who 

bankrupts a player.

2003

12:00 AM TV-G Regis Philbin YWHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE - Contestants answer increasingly difficult 

multiple choice questions for cash prizes up to $1 million.

3051 TM

 1:00 AM TV-G Bob Eubanks NTRIVIA TRAP - A team of players under the age of 30 compete against a team over 30 

in a general knowledge trivia game with the day's winning team playing for a jackpot of 

$10,000.

063

 1:30 AM TV-G Jack Narz NNOW YOU SEE IT - Contestants compete against each other trying to find answers 

hidden in lines of scrambled letters

192

 2:00 AM TV-14-L A.J. Benza & 

Gabe Kaplan

Y Mike Baxter, Haralabos Voulgaris, 

Tony Salorio, Brian Brandon, Todd 

Brunson, Phil Laak, Mike Matusow, 

Antonio Esfandiari, Phil Hellmuth,

HIGH STAKES POKER - Television's first "cash game" of no limit Texas Hold ‘em 

featuring poker superstars buying in with $100,000 or more of their own money.  

There’s high drama and intensity as millions of dollars are on the table that can be lost 

on a single hand.

4002

 3:00 AM TV-G John Daly N Hal March, Dorothy Kilgallen, Arlene 

Francis, Bennett Cerf, Fred Allen,

WHAT'S MY LINE? -  Four celebrity panelists try to guess the occupation of a guest by 

asking questions that result in “yes” or “no” answers.  Mystery guest: Hal March

10/9/55

 3:30 AM TV-G Robert Q. Lewis N Edward Everett Horton, Jerry Lester, 

Meredith Wilson, Joan Alexander,

THE NAME'S THE SAME - A celebrity panel tries to guess the names of guests who 

have the same name as famous people, places or things.  Guest: Edward Everett 

Horton

3/17/53

 4:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 4:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
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Time Rating Program Host CC Celebrity Guests

TuesdayGSN Program Schedule 8/12/08

Episode #

 5:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 5:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
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Time Rating Program Host CC Celebrity Guests

WednesdayGSN Program Schedule 8/13/08

Episode #

 6:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 6:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 7:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 7:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 8:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 8:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 9:00 AM TV-G Wink Martindale NTIC TAC DOUGH - Contestants play a version of tic-tac-toe by answering questions to 

win squares on a game board.

B-159

 9:30 AM TV-G Bill Cullen NBLOCKBUSTERS - Question & Answer game with two players against a single player 

in a race to connect boxes from one side of the game board to the other.

105 TM

10:00 AM TV-G Bert Convy Y Greg Morris, Vicki Lawrence,SUPER PASSWORD - Two teams, consisting of a celebrity guest and a contestant, 

guess words from one word clues given by their partners, with each “password” a clue 

to the “password puzzle” (the name of a person, place or thing).

0125

10:30 AM TV-G Ray Combs YFAMILY FEUD - Two families, each composed of five members, compete against each 

other to guess the answers with the results of a survey of one hundred people.

0018

11:00 AM TV-G Monty Hall N Melanie Vincz, Karen LaPierre,LET'S MAKE A DEAL - Contestants attempt to trade items for prizes with the 

possibility of winning something more valuable or a worthless piece of junk called a 

"Zonk."  Today's big deal is worth  $9022

051

11:30 AM TV-G Peter Tomarken YPRESS YOUR LUCK - Three players use spins on a wheel  to collect cash and prizes 

while trying to avoid the "Whammy" who bankrupts a player.

545

12:00 PM TV-G Alex Trebek YJEOPARDY - Three contestants compete for cash by supplying questions to answers 

in a series of categories on a game board.

4550

12:30 PM TV-G Pat Sajak Y Vanna White,WHEEL OF FORTUNE - Three contestants spin a giant wheel with cash amounts and 

try to guess letters in a puzzle that is the name of a person, place or thing.

2307

 1:00 PM TV-G Jim Perry N Janice Baker, Lois Areno,CARD SHARKS - Contestants compete to complete a block of five playing cards by 

trying to predict whether the next card will be higher or lower than the preceding one.

602

 1:30 PM TV-PG Gene Rayburn Y Patti Deutsch, Richard Dawson, 

Donna Mills, Charles Nelson Reilly, 

Brett Somers, George Kennedy,

MATCH GAME - Two contestants try to match six celebrities in a game of fill-in the 

missing blank.

0743 TM

 2:00 PM TV-G Richard Dawson YFAMILY FEUD - Two families, each composed of five members, compete against each 

other to guess the answers with the results of a survey of one hundred people.

82-088 TM

 2:30 PM TV-G Tom Kennedy N Bart Braverman, Marcia Wallace,PASSWORD PLUS - Two teams, consisting of a celebrity guest and a contestant, 

guess words from one word clues given by their partners, with each “password” a clue 

to the “password puzzle” (the name of a person, place or thing).

663

 3:00 PM TV-PG John O'Hurley Y Brad Sherwood, Jackee Harry, 

Meshach Taylor,

TO TELL THE TRUTH - Updated version of the classic game show, where a celebrity 

panel tries to guess which of three contestants is the person they are claiming to be.

TT2-2090

 3:30 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery YLINGO - Teams try to guess five letter words and cover five numbers in a row on a 

bingo like game board.

1043

 4:00 PM TV-PG George Gray YWEAKEST LINK - Contestants test their trivia knowledge as a team and against each 

other with the team voting out one member at the end of each round.

2018 TM

 4:30 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF02-035

 5:00 PM TV-G Dylan Lane YCHAIN REACTION - A wordplay game in which two teams of contestants try to 

complete a chain of words associated with each other.

1018

 5:30 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF02-041
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Time Rating Program Host CC Celebrity Guests

WednesdayGSN Program Schedule 8/13/08

Episode #

 6:00 PM TV-G Donny Osmond Y CCH Pounder, Steve Valentine,PYRAMID - Donny Osmond hosts this updated version of the game where contestants 

team up with celebrities in a communication game with the winning team playing to 

earn up to $25,000 in 60 seconds.

1019

 6:30 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery & 

Shandi Finnessey

YLINGO - Chuck Woolery & Shandi Finnessey host a new season where two teams of 

contestants compete to see who can guess the most five letter words

6038

 7:00 PM TV-G Patrick Duffy Y Crystal Wallasch,BINGO AMERICA - Studio contestants and at home viewers play a new show 

combining the traditional game of bingo and trivia based questions to win cash and 

prizes

1023 GGM

 7:30 PM TV-G Alfonso Ribeiro YCATCH 21 - Based on one of GSN.com’s most popular online casual games, players 

add cards by answering pop trivia questions and try to build the closest hand to 21 

without "busting" in this fast-action game of knowledge and strategy.

1034

 8:00 PM TV-G Regis Philbin YWHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE - Contestants answer increasingly difficult 

multiple choice questions for cash prizes up to $1 million.

5088 TM

 9:00 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF05-098

 9:30 PM TV-G John O'Hurley YFAMILY FEUD - John O'Hurley  hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF06-123

10:00 PM TV-G Alfonso Ribeiro YCATCH 21 - Based on one of GSN.com’s most popular online casual games, players 

add cards by answering pop trivia questions and try to build the closest hand to 21 

without "busting" in this fast-action game of knowledge and strategy.

1018

10:30 PM TV-G Donny Osmond Y Debby Boone, Billy  Gardell,PYRAMID - Donny Osmond hosts this updated version of the game where contestants 

team up with celebrities in a communication game with the winning team playing to 

earn up to $25,000 in 60 seconds.

2017

11:00 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery YLINGO - Teams try to guess five letter words and cover five numbers in a row on a 

bingo like game board.

3035

11:30 PM TV-G Todd Newton YWHAMMY!/PRESS YOUR LUCK - New version of the game where three players use 

spins on a wheel to collect cash and prizes while trying to avoid the “Whammy” who 

bankrupts a player.

2004

12:00 AM TV-G Regis Philbin YWHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE - Contestants answer increasingly difficult 

multiple choice questions for cash prizes up to $1 million.

3052 TM

 1:00 AM TV-G Bob Eubanks NTRIVIA TRAP - A team of players under the age of 30 compete against a team over 30 

in a general knowledge trivia game with the day's winning team playing for a jackpot of 

$10,000.

064

 1:30 AM TV-G Jack Narz NNOW YOU SEE IT - Contestants compete against each other trying to find answers 

hidden in lines of scrambled letters

193

 2:00 AM TV-14-LD A.J. Benza & 

Gabe Kaplan

Y Mike Baxter, Phil Laak, Phil 

Hellmuth, Bob Safai, Mike Baxter, 

Tony Salorio, Haralabos Voulgaris, 

Mike Matusow,

HIGH STAKES POKER - Television's first "cash game" of no limit Texas Hold ‘em 

featuring poker superstars buying in with $100,000 or more of their own money.  

There’s high drama and intensity as millions of dollars are on the table that can be lost 

on a single hand.

4003

 3:00 AM TV-G John Daly N Dorothy Kilgallen, Arlene Francis, 

Tommy Dorsey, Jimmy Dorsey, 

Bennett Cerf, Fred Allen,

WHAT'S MY LINE? -  Four celebrity panelists try to guess the occupation of a guest by 

asking questions that result in “yes” or “no” answers.  Mystery guests:  Tommy & 

Jimmy Dorsey

10/16/55

 3:30 AM TV-G Robert Q. Lewis N Jerry Lester, Meredith Wilson, 

Gypsy Rose Lee, Joan Alexander,

THE NAME'S THE SAME - A celebrity panel tries to guess the names of guests who 

have the same name as famous people, places or things.  Guest: Gypsy Rose Lee

3/31/53

 4:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 4:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 5:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
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Time Rating Program Host CC Celebrity Guests

WednesdayGSN Program Schedule 8/13/08

Episode #

 5:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
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Time Rating Program Host CC Celebrity Guests

ThursdayGSN Program Schedule 8/14/08

Episode #

 6:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 6:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 7:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 7:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 8:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 8:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 9:00 AM TV-G Wink Martindale NTIC TAC DOUGH - Contestants play a version of tic-tac-toe by answering questions to 

win squares on a game board.

B-160

 9:30 AM TV-G Bill Cullen NBLOCKBUSTERS - Question & Answer game with two players against a single player 

in a race to connect boxes from one side of the game board to the other.

106 TM

10:00 AM TV-G Bert Convy Y Greg Morris, Vicki Lawrence,SUPER PASSWORD - Two teams, consisting of a celebrity guest and a contestant, 

guess words from one word clues given by their partners, with each “password” a clue 

to the “password puzzle” (the name of a person, place or thing).

0126

10:30 AM TV-G Ray Combs YFAMILY FEUD - Two families, each composed of five members, compete against each 

other to guess the answers with the results of a survey of one hundred people.

0019

11:00 AM TV-G Monty Hall N Melanie Vincz, Karen LaPierre,LET'S MAKE A DEAL - Contestants attempt to trade items for prizes with the 

possibility of winning something more valuable or a worthless piece of junk called a 

"Zonk."  Today's big deal is worth  $8763

052

11:30 AM TV-G Peter Tomarken YPRESS YOUR LUCK - Three players use spins on a wheel  to collect cash and prizes 

while trying to avoid the "Whammy" who bankrupts a player.

546

12:00 PM TV-G Alex Trebek YJEOPARDY - Three contestants compete for cash by supplying questions to answers 

in a series of categories on a game board.

4551

12:30 PM TV-G Pat Sajak Y Vanna White,WHEEL OF FORTUNE - Three contestants spin a giant wheel with cash amounts and 

try to guess letters in a puzzle that is the name of a person, place or thing.

2308

 1:00 PM TV-G Jim Perry N Janice Baker, Lois Areno,CARD SHARKS - Contestants compete to complete a block of five playing cards by 

trying to predict whether the next card will be higher or lower than the preceding one.

603

 1:30 PM TV-PG Gene Rayburn Y George Kennedy, Brett Somers, 

Charles Nelson Reilly, Richard 

Dawson, Patti Deutsch, Donna Mills,

MATCH GAME - Two contestants try to match six celebrities in a game of fill-in the 

missing blank.

0744 TM

 2:00 PM TV-G Richard Dawson YFAMILY FEUD - Two families, each composed of five members, compete against each 

other to guess the answers with the results of a survey of one hundred people.

82-089 TM

 2:30 PM TV-G Tom Kennedy N Bart Braverman, Marcia Wallace,PASSWORD PLUS - Two teams, consisting of a celebrity guest and a contestant, 

guess words from one word clues given by their partners, with each “password” a clue 

to the “password puzzle” (the name of a person, place or thing).

664

 3:00 PM TV-PG John O'Hurley Y Brad Sherwood, Jackee Harry, 

Meshach Taylor,

TO TELL THE TRUTH - Updated version of the classic game show, where a celebrity 

panel tries to guess which of three contestants is the person they are claiming to be.

TT2-2091

 3:30 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery YLINGO - Teams try to guess five letter words and cover five numbers in a row on a 

bingo like game board.

1046

 4:00 PM TV-PG George Gray YWEAKEST LINK - Contestants test their trivia knowledge as a team and against each 

other with the team voting out one member at the end of each round.

2019 TM

 4:30 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF02-042

 5:00 PM TV-PG Dylan Lane YCHAIN REACTION - A wordplay game in which two teams of contestants try to 

complete a chain of words associated with each other.

1020

 5:30 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF02-043
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 6:00 PM TV-G Donny Osmond Y CCH Pounder, Steve Valentine,PYRAMID - Donny Osmond hosts this updated version of the game where contestants 

team up with celebrities in a communication game with the winning team playing to 

earn up to $25,000 in 60 seconds.

1020

 6:30 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery & 

Shandi Finnessey

YLINGO - Chuck Woolery & Shandi Finnessey host a new season where two teams of 

contestants compete to see who can guess the most five letter words

6039

 7:00 PM TV-G Patrick Duffy Y Crystal Wallasch,BINGO AMERICA - Studio contestants and at home viewers play a new show 

combining the traditional game of bingo and trivia based questions to win cash and 

prizes

1025 GGM

 7:30 PM TV-G Alfonso Ribeiro YCATCH 21 - Based on one of GSN.com’s most popular online casual games, players 

add cards by answering pop trivia questions and try to build the closest hand to 21 

without "busting" in this fast-action game of knowledge and strategy.

1009

 8:00 PM TV-G Regis Philbin YWHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE - Contestants answer increasingly difficult 

multiple choice questions for cash prizes up to $1 million.

5089 TM

 9:00 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF05-099

 9:30 PM TV-G John O'Hurley YFAMILY FEUD - John O'Hurley  hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF06-124

10:00 PM TV-G Alfonso Ribeiro YCATCH 21 - Based on one of GSN.com’s most popular online casual games, players 

add cards by answering pop trivia questions and try to build the closest hand to 21 

without "busting" in this fast-action game of knowledge and strategy.

1034

10:30 PM TV-G Donny Osmond Y Heather French (Miss America 

2000),

PYRAMID - Donny Osmond hosts this updated version of the game where contestants 

team up with celebrities in a communication game with the winning team playing to 

earn up to $25,000 in 60 seconds.  "Miss America Week"

2018

11:00 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery YLINGO - Teams try to guess five letter words and cover five numbers in a row on a 

bingo like game board.

3038

11:30 PM TV-G Todd Newton YWHAMMY!/PRESS YOUR LUCK - New version of the game where three players use 

spins on a wheel to collect cash and prizes while trying to avoid the “Whammy” who 

bankrupts a player.

2005

12:00 AM TV-G Regis Philbin YWHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE - Contestants answer increasingly difficult 

multiple choice questions for cash prizes up to $1 million.

3053 TM

 1:00 AM TV-G Bob Eubanks NTRIVIA TRAP - A team of players under the age of 30 compete against a team over 30 

in a general knowledge trivia game with the day's winning team playing for a jackpot of 

$10,000.

065

 1:30 AM TV-G Jack Narz NNOW YOU SEE IT - Contestants compete against each other trying to find answers 

hidden in lines of scrambled letters

194

 2:00 AM TV-14-LD A.J. Benza & 

Gabe Kaplan

Y Jennifer Harman, Phil Hellmuth, Bob 

Safai, Jamie Gold, Mike Baxter, 

Sam Farha, Daniel Negreanu, Eli 

Elezra,

HIGH STAKES POKER - Television's first "cash game" of no limit Texas Hold ‘em 

featuring poker superstars buying in with $100,000 or more of their own money.  

There’s high drama and intensity as millions of dollars are on the table that can be lost 

on a single hand.

4004

 3:00 AM TV-G John Daly N Herman Wouk, Dorothy Kilgallen, 

Van Heflin, Arlene Francis, Bennett 

Cerf, Fred Allen,

WHAT'S MY LINE? -  Four celebrity panelists try to guess the occupation of a guest by 

asking questions that result in “yes” or “no” answers.  Mystery guests: author Herman 

Wouk & Van Heflin.

10/23/55

 3:30 AM TV-G Conrad Nagel N Denise Darcel, Jerry Lester, 

Meredith Wilson, Joan Alexander,

THE NAME'S THE SAME - A celebrity panel tries to guess the names of guests who 

have the same name as famous people, places or things.  Guest: Denise Darcel

4/7/53

 4:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 4:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 5:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
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 5:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
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 6:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 6:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 7:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 7:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 8:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 8:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 9:00 AM TV-G Wink Martindale NTIC TAC DOUGH - Contestants play a version of tic-tac-toe by answering questions to 

win squares on a game board.

B-161

 9:30 AM TV-G Bill Cullen NBLOCKBUSTERS - Question & Answer game with two players against a single player 

in a race to connect boxes from one side of the game board to the other.

107 TM

10:00 AM TV-G Bert Convy Y Greg Morris, Vicki Lawrence,SUPER PASSWORD - Two teams, consisting of a celebrity guest and a contestant, 

guess words from one word clues given by their partners, with each “password” a clue 

to the “password puzzle” (the name of a person, place or thing).

0127

10:30 AM TV-G Ray Combs YFAMILY FEUD - Two families, each composed of five members, compete against each 

other to guess the answers with the results of a survey of one hundred people.

0020

11:00 AM TV-G Monty Hall N Melanie Vincz, Karen LaPierre,LET'S MAKE A DEAL - Contestants attempt to trade items for prizes with the 

possibility of winning something more valuable or a worthless piece of junk called a 

"Zonk."  Today's big deal is worth  $8059

053

11:30 AM TV-G Peter Tomarken YPRESS YOUR LUCK - Three players use spins on a wheel  to collect cash and prizes 

while trying to avoid the "Whammy" who bankrupts a player.

547

12:00 PM TV-G Alex Trebek YJEOPARDY - Three contestants compete for cash by supplying questions to answers 

in a series of categories on a game board.

4552

12:30 PM TV-G Pat Sajak Y Vanna White,WHEEL OF FORTUNE - Three contestants spin a giant wheel with cash amounts and 

try to guess letters in a puzzle that is the name of a person, place or thing.

2309

 1:00 PM TV-G Jim Perry N Janice Baker, Lois Areno,CARD SHARKS - Contestants compete to complete a block of five playing cards by 

trying to predict whether the next card will be higher or lower than the preceding one.

604

 1:30 PM TV-PG Gene Rayburn Y Patti Deutsch, Richard Dawson, 

Donna Mills, Charles Nelson Reilly, 

Brett Somers, George Kennedy,

MATCH GAME - Two contestants try to match six celebrities in a game of fill-in the 

missing blank.

0745 TM

 2:00 PM TV-G Richard Dawson YFAMILY FEUD - Two families, each composed of five members, compete against each 

other to guess the answers with the results of a survey of one hundred people.

82-090 TM

 2:30 PM TV-G Tom Kennedy N Dick Martin, Betty White,PASSWORD PLUS - Two teams, consisting of a celebrity guest and a contestant, 

guess words from one word clues given by their partners, with each “password” a clue 

to the “password puzzle” (the name of a person, place or thing).

665

 3:00 PM TV-PG John O'Hurley Y Jackee Harry, Brad Sherwood, 

Meshach Taylor,

TO TELL THE TRUTH - Updated version of the classic game show, where a celebrity 

panel tries to guess which of three contestants is the person they are claiming to be.

TT2-2092

 3:30 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery YLINGO - Teams try to guess five letter words and cover five numbers in a row on a 

bingo like game board.

1050

 4:00 PM TV-PG George Gray YWEAKEST LINK - Contestants test their trivia knowledge as a team and against each 

other with the team voting out one member at the end of each round.

2020 TM

 4:30 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF02-044

 5:00 PM TV-G Dylan Lane YCHAIN REACTION - A wordplay game in which two teams of contestants try to 

complete a chain of words associated with each other.

1022

 5:30 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF02-045
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 6:00 PM TV-G Donny Osmond Y Arianna Huffington, Roger Lodge,PYRAMID - Donny Osmond hosts this updated version of the game where contestants 

team up with celebrities in a communication game with the winning team playing to 

earn up to $25,000 in 60 seconds.

1021

 6:30 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery & 

Shandi Finnessey

YLINGO - Chuck Woolery & Shandi Finnessey host a new season where two teams of 

contestants compete to see who can guess the most five letter words

6040

 7:00 PM TV-G Patrick Duffy Y Crystal Wallasch,BINGO AMERICA - Studio contestants and at home viewers play a new show 

combining the traditional game of bingo and trivia based questions to win cash and 

prizes

1021 GGM

 7:30 PM TV-G Alfonso Ribeiro YCATCH 21 - Based on one of GSN.com’s most popular online casual games, players 

add cards by answering pop trivia questions and try to build the closest hand to 21 

without "busting" in this fast-action game of knowledge and strategy.

1024

 8:00 PM TV-G Regis Philbin YWHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE - Contestants answer increasingly difficult 

multiple choice questions for cash prizes up to $1 million.

5094 TM

 9:00 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF05-100

 9:30 PM TV-G John O'Hurley YFAMILY FEUD - John O'Hurley  hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF06-125

10:00 PM TV-G Alfonso Ribeiro YCATCH 21 - Based on one of GSN.com’s most popular online casual games, players 

add cards by answering pop trivia questions and try to build the closest hand to 21 

without "busting" in this fast-action game of knowledge and strategy.

1009

10:30 PM TV-G Donny Osmond YPYRAMID - Donny Osmond hosts this updated version of the game where contestants 

team up with celebrities in a communication game with the winning team playing to 

earn up to $25,000 in 60 seconds.  "Miss America Week"

2019

11:00 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery YLINGO - Teams try to guess five letter words and cover five numbers in a row on a 

bingo like game board.

3037

11:30 PM TV-G Todd Newton YWHAMMY!/PRESS YOUR LUCK - New version of the game where three players use 

spins on a wheel to collect cash and prizes while trying to avoid the “Whammy” who 

bankrupts a player.

2006

12:00 AM TV-G Regis Philbin YWHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE - Contestants answer increasingly difficult 

multiple choice questions for cash prizes up to $1 million.

3054 TM

 1:00 AM TV-G Bob Eubanks NTRIVIA TRAP - A team of players under the age of 30 compete against a team over 30 

in a general knowledge trivia game with the day's winning team playing for a jackpot of 

$10,000.

066

 1:30 AM TV-G Jack Narz NNOW YOU SEE IT - Contestants compete against each other trying to find answers 

hidden in lines of scrambled letters

195

 2:00 AM TV-14-L A.J. Benza & 

Gabe Kaplan

Y Jennifer Harman, Bob Safai, Jamie 

Gold, Mike Baxter, Sam Farha, Phil 

Hellmuth, Daniel Negreanu, Eli 

Elezra,

HIGH STAKES POKER - Season four of television's first "cash game" of no limit Texas 

Hold ‘em featuring poker superstars buying in with $100,000 or more of their own 

money.  There’s high drama and intensity as millions of dollars are on the table that 

can be lost on a single hand.

4005

 3:00 AM TV-G John Daly N Florence Chadwick, Jean Simmons, 

Dorothy Kilgallen, Arlene Francis, 

Bennett Cerf, Fred Allen,

WHAT'S MY LINE? -  Four celebrity panelists try to guess the occupation of a guest by 

asking questions that result in “yes” or “no” answers.  Mystery guests: swimmer 

Florence Chadwick and Jean Simmons

10/30/55

 3:30 AM TV-G Robert Q. Lewis N Meredith Wilson, Carl Reiner, 

Charles Coburn, Joan Alexander,

THE NAME'S THE SAME - A celebrity panel tries to guess the names of guests who 

have the same name as famous people, places or things.  Guest: Charles Coburn

4/14/53

 4:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 4:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 5:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
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 5:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
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 6:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 6:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 7:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 7:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 8:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 8:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 9:00 AM TV-G Bob Eubanks N Suzanna Williams, Lacey 

Pemberton,

CARD SHARKS - Contestants compete to complete a block of five playing cards by 

trying to predict whether the next card will be higher or lower than the preceding one.

045

 9:30 AM TV-G Bill Rafferty NCARD SHARKS - Contestants compete to complete a block of five playing cards by 

trying to predict whether the next card will be higher or lower than the preceding one.

148

10:00 AM TV-G Bill Cullen NBLOCKBUSTERS - Question & Answer game with two players against a single player 

in a race to connect boxes from one side of the game board to the other.

328 TM

10:30 AM TV-G Bill Cullen NCHILD'S PLAY - Two contestants attempt to guess words from definitions given by 

children ages five to nine.

193

11:00 AM TV-PG Gene Rayburn Y Fannie Flagg, Gary Crosby, Marjorie 

Wallace, Charles Nelson Reilly, 

Brett Somers, Fred Grandy,

MATCH GAME - Two contestants try to match six celebrities in a game of fill-in the 

missing blank

80-032-1 TM

11:30 AM TV-G Allen Ludden N Patty Duke, John Astin,PASSWORD PLUS - Two teams, consisting of a celebrity guest and a contestant, 

guess words from one word clues given by their partners, with each “password” a clue 

to the “password puzzle” (the name of a person, place or thing).

225

12:00 PM TV-G Todd Newton YWHAMMY!/PRESS YOUR LUCK - New version of the game where three players use 

spins on a wheel to collect cash and prizes while trying to avoid the “Whammy” who 

bankrupts a player.

1023

12:30 PM TV-G Peter Tomarken YPRESS YOUR LUCK - Three players use spins on a wheel  to collect cash and prizes 

while trying to avoid the "Whammy" who bankrupts a player.

339

 1:00 PM TV-G Monty Hall Y Carol Merrill,LET'S MAKE A DEAL - Contestants attempt to trade items for prizes with the 

possibility of winning something more valuable or a worthless piece of junk called a 

"Zonk."

091

 1:30 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery YLINGO - Teams try to guess five letter words and cover five numbers in a row on a 

bingo like game board.

5009

 2:00 PM TV-G Roger Lodge YCAMOUFLAGE - Hidden-word game show where contestants search for the answer to 

a clue in a puzzle of seemingly random letters.

1007

 2:30 PM TV-G Dylan Lane YCHAIN REACTION - A new season of the wordplay game in which two teams of 

contestants try to complete a chain of words associated with each other.

2012

 3:00 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF03-162

 3:30 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF03-163

 4:00 PM TV-G Mark Walberg YRUSSIAN ROULETTE - Four contestants compete in a game of chance where an 

incorrect answer puts them at risk of being dropped thru a trap door.

1017

 4:30 PM TV-G Patrick Duffy Y Crystal Wallasch,BINGO AMERICA - Studio contestants and at home viewers play a new show 

combining the traditional game of bingo and trivia based questions to win cash and 

prizes

1039 GGM

 5:00 PM TV-G Regis Philbin YWHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE - Contestants answer increasingly difficult 

multiple choice questions for cash prizes up to $1 million.

3050 TM

 6:00 PM TV-PG Brooke Burns YDOG EAT DOG - Contestants compete in a series of physical & mental tests by voting 

the player most likely to fail to take the challenge.

2011 TM
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 7:00 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery YGREED - A team of contestants work their way up the "Tower of Greed" towards a $2 

million jackpot by answering questions and eliminating members as they go along.

GRE-126 TM

 8:00 PM TV-G Regis Philbin YWHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE - Contestants answer increasingly difficult 

multiple choice questions for cash prizes up to $1 million.

5095 TM

 9:00 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF05-106

 9:30 PM TV-G John O'Hurley YFAMILY FEUD - John O'Hurley  hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF06-131

10:00 PM TV-G Alfonso Ribeiro YCATCH 21 - Based on one of GSN.com’s most popular online casual games, players 

add cards by answering pop trivia questions and try to build the closest hand to 21 

without "busting" in this fast-action game of knowledge and strategy.

1024

10:30 PM TV-G Donny Osmond YPYRAMID - Donny Osmond hosts this updated version of the game where contestants 

team up with celebrities in a communication game with the winning team playing to 

earn up to $25,000 in 60 seconds.

2020

11:00 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery YLINGO - Teams try to guess five letter words and cover five numbers in a row on a 

bingo like game board.

3043

11:30 PM TV-G Todd Newton YWHAMMY!/PRESS YOUR LUCK - New version of the game where three players use 

spins on a wheel to collect cash and prizes while trying to avoid the “Whammy” who 

bankrupts a player.

2007

12:00 AM TV-G Regis Philbin YWHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE - Contestants answer increasingly difficult 

multiple choice questions for cash prizes up to $1 million.

3055 TM

 1:00 AM TV-G Maury Povich Y Melissa Busby, Mercedes Cornett,TWENTY ONE - A high stakes quiz show featuring contestants vying to amass 21 

points by answering questions correctly.  Maury Povich, hosts.

116

 2:00 AM TV-G Tom Kennedy N Jeff B. Cohen, Richard Kline,BODY LANGUAGE - Contestants are partnered with celebrity guests in a game of 

charades to guess clue words for a puzzle.

313

 2:30 AM TV-G Monty Hall N Ira Augustian, Michelle Tobin, 

Jimmy Van Patten, Laurie Walters,

BEAT THE CLOCK - Celebrities race time to complete stunts for cash prizes that are 

divided among the studio audience.

D-78

 3:00 AM TV-G John Daly N Dorothy Kilgallen, Arlene Francis, 

Bennett Cerf, Harry Belafonte, Fred 

Allen,

WHAT'S MY LINE? -  Four celebrity panelists try to guess the occupation of a guest by 

asking questions that result in “yes” or “no” answers.  Mystery guest: Harry Belafonte

11/6/55

 3:30 AM TV-G Robert Q. Lewis N Meredith Wilson, Diana Lynn, 

Jackie Cooper, Joan Alexander,

THE NAME'S THE SAME - A celebrity panel tries to guess the names of guests who 

have the same name as famous people, places or things.  Guest: Diana Lynn

4/21/53

 4:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 4:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 5:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 5:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
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 6:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 6:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 7:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 7:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 8:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 8:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 9:00 AM TV-G Bob Eubanks N Suzanna Williams, Lacey 

Pemberton,

CARD SHARKS - Contestants compete to complete a block of five playing cards by 

trying to predict whether the next card will be higher or lower than the preceding one.

046

 9:30 AM TV-G Bill Rafferty NCARD SHARKS - Contestants compete to complete a block of five playing cards by 

trying to predict whether the next card will be higher or lower than the preceding one.

149

10:00 AM TV-G Bill Cullen NBLOCKBUSTERS - Question & Answer game with two players against a single player 

in a race to connect boxes from one side of the game board to the other.

329 TM

10:30 AM TV-G Bill Cullen NCHILD'S PLAY - Two contestants attempt to guess words from definitions given by 

children ages five to nine.

194

11:00 AM TV-PG Gene Rayburn Y Fannie Flagg, Gary Crosby, Marjorie 

Wallace, Fred Grandy, Charles 

Nelson Reilly, Brett Somers,

MATCH GAME - Two contestants try to match six celebrities in a game of fill-in the 

missing blank

80-032-2 TM

11:30 AM TV-G Allen Ludden N Patty Duke, John Astin,PASSWORD PLUS - Two teams, consisting of a celebrity guest and a contestant, 

guess words from one word clues given by their partners, with each “password” a clue 

to the “password puzzle” (the name of a person, place or thing).

226

12:00 PM TV-G Todd Newton YWHAMMY!/PRESS YOUR LUCK - New version of the game where three players use 

spins on a wheel to collect cash and prizes while trying to avoid the “Whammy” who 

bankrupts a player.

1024

12:30 PM TV-G Peter Tomarken YPRESS YOUR LUCK - Three players use spins on a wheel  to collect cash and prizes 

while trying to avoid the "Whammy" who bankrupts a player.

340

 1:00 PM TV-G Monty Hall Y Carol Merrill,LET'S MAKE A DEAL - Contestants attempt to trade items for prizes with the 

possibility of winning something more valuable or a worthless piece of junk called a 

"Zonk."

092

 1:30 PM TV-G Chuck Woolery YLINGO - Teams try to guess five letter words and cover five numbers in a row on a 

bingo like game board.

5010

 2:00 PM TV-G Roger Lodge YCAMOUFLAGE - Hidden-word game show where contestants search for the answer to 

a clue in a puzzle of seemingly random letters.

1017

 2:30 PM TV-PG Dylan Lane YCHAIN REACTION - A new season of the wordplay game in which two teams of 

contestants try to complete a chain of words associated with each other.

2015

 3:00 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF03-164

 3:30 PM TV-G Richard Karn Y John Zimmerman, Kurt Browning , 

Kyoko Ina , David Pelletier, Todd 

Eldredge, Jenni Meno, Jamie Sale', 

Kathrina Witt, Oksana  Baiul, Scott 

Hamilton,

FAMILY FEUD - Stars on Ice 

Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete to guess the 

answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win $20,000 in the 

“Fast Money” bonus round.

Stars on Ice - Special

FF03-131

 4:00 PM TV-PG Mark Walberg YRUSSIAN ROULETTE - Four contestants compete in a game of chance where an 

incorrect answer puts them at risk of being dropped thru a trap door.

1004

 4:30 PM TV-G Patrick Duffy Y Crystal Wallasch,BINGO AMERICA - Studio contestants and at home viewers play a new show 

combining the traditional game of bingo and trivia based questions to win cash and 

prizes

1031 GGM
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 5:00 PM TV-G Regis Philbin YWHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE - Contestants answer increasingly difficult 

multiple choice questions for cash prizes up to $1 million.

3051 TM

 6:00 PM TV-PG Brooke Burns YDOG EAT DOG - Contestants compete in a series of physical & mental tests by voting 

the player most likely to fail to take the challenge.

2012 TM

 7:00 PM TV-G Mike Sexton & 

Vince Van Patten

Y Andrew Barta, Adam  Katz, Frank 

Cieri, Robert Richardson, Eric 

Seidel, Ted Forrest,

WORLD POKER TOUR - The World Poker Tour presents the Foxwoods Poker Classic 

from the beautiful Foxwoods Resorts Casino in Mashantucket, CT featuring Erik 

Seidel, Robert Richardson, Andrew Barta, Frank Cieri, Adam Katz, and Ted Forrest 

competing for almost one million dollars and a WPT title.

For more information, please visist www.WPTonGSN.com

6018

 9:00 PM TV-14-LD A.J. Benza & 

Gabe Kaplan

Y William Chen, Victor Ramdin, Sean 

Sheikhan, Mike Matusow, Jamie 

Gold, Daniel Negreanu, Daniel 

Alaei, Doyle Brunson,

HIGH STAKES POKER - Television's first "cash game" of no limit Texas Hold ‘em 

featuring poker superstars buying in with $100,000 or more of their own money.  

There’s high drama and intensity as millions of dollars are on the table that can be lost 

on a single hand.

3002

10:00 PM TV-G Alfonso Ribeiro YCATCH 21 - Based on one of GSN.com’s most popular online casual games, players 

add cards by answering pop trivia questions and try to build the closest hand to 21 

without "busting" in this fast-action game of knowledge and strategy.

1017

10:30 PM TV-G Alfonso Ribeiro YCATCH 21 - Based on one of GSN.com’s most popular online casual games, players 

add cards by answering pop trivia questions and try to build the closest hand to 21 

without "busting" in this fast-action game of knowledge and strategy.

1014

11:00 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF02-074

11:30 PM TV-G Richard Karn YFAMILY FEUD - Richard Karn hosts this updated edition where two families compete 

to guess the answers to various surveys. The winning family gets a chance to win 

$20,000 in the “Fast Money” bonus round.

FF02-075

12:00 AM TV-G Regis Philbin YWHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE - Contestants answer increasingly difficult 

multiple choice questions for cash prizes up to $1 million.

3056 TM

 1:00 AM TV-G Alex Trebek NDOUBLE DARE - Two contestants try to identify subjects from descriptive clues with 

the first player that correctly guesses the subject "daring" his opponent to guess it on 

the next clue.

14

 1:30 AM TV-G Alex Trebek NDOUBLE DARE - Two contestants try to identify subjects from descriptive clues with 

the first player that correctly guesses the subject "daring" his opponent to guess it on 

the next clue.

15

 2:00 AM TV-G Tom Kennedy N Jeff B. Cohen, Richard Kline,BODY LANGUAGE - Contestants are partnered with celebrity guests in a game of 

charades to guess clue words for a puzzle.

314

 2:30 AM TV-G Monty Hall N Bobby Van, Mitzi McCall, Elaine 

Joyce, Charlie Brill,

BEAT THE CLOCK - Celebrities race time to complete stunts for cash prizes that are 

divided among the studio audience.

D-79

 3:00 AM TV-G John Daly N Phil Silvers, Dorothy Kilgallen, 

Arlene Francis, Bennett Cerf, Fred 

Allen,

WHAT'S MY LINE? -  Four celebrity panelists try to guess the occupation of a guest by 

asking questions that result in “yes” or “no” answers.  Mystery guest: Phil Silvers

11/13/55

 3:30 AM TV-G Robert Q. Lewis N Meredith Wilson, Eva Gabor, Peter 

Donald, Joan Alexander,

THE NAME'S THE SAME - A celebrity panel tries to guess the names of guests who 

have the same name as famous people, places or things.  Guest: Eva Gabor

4/28/53

 4:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 4:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 5:00 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
 5:30 AM TV-G N/A NPAID PROGRAMMING -
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